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The Reconstruction of Quantum Fields from Euclidean Green's
Functions at Arbitrary Temperatures

by Jürg Fröhlich

Department of Mathematics, Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. 08540, USA

(10. III. 75)

Abstract. This note announces and describes results on the reconstruction of equilibrium states
on the Borchers field algebra of quantum fields at arbitrary temperature from Euclidean Green's
functions. These results are applied to a large class of models of a self-interacting, local, neutral,
scalar fields in two space-time dimensions for which the Euclidean Green's functions in the infinite
volume limit can be constructed at arbitrary temperatures. They can be (and have been) applied to
non-relativistic field theories at positive temperature.

1. Introduction

In quantum theory a system of particles or fields (in thermal equilibrium) at some
arbitrary T= ß-1 ^ 0 is usually described in terms of some * algebra of operators 21

containing the observables of the system and a state - i.e. a normalized, positive,
linear expectation functional on 21 - a>B invariant under time- (and space-) translations.
Let {A(t) : t e U] <= §j represent the time evolution of an operator A e 21 in the Heisenberg

picture. All interesting information about such a system can in principle be calculated

from the expectation values

{û)"|ni^(0)):^e2t, j=l,... ,ne m). (1)

Under the usual regularity assumptions on the expectation values (1), one can reconstruct

[1] from these expectation values a Hilbert space Af", a unitary time-translation
group {Tß : r e R} on At"ß, a cyclic, time-translation invariant vector Qß and a representation

nß of 21 such that

(o-' hAj{tj))={Qf' ä t' n"(Aj) T<ß* °*),, (2)

The following further assumptions on (oA, 21, Tß) are standard :

Al) For temperature /?_1 0 the usual spectrum condition tells us that Tf eiHt,
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system and is a positive, selfadjoint operator
on^00.

A2) For temperature /?_1 > 0 the usual condition characterizing an equilibrium state
oA is the famous Kubo-Martin-Schwinger boundary condition [2,3] : For arbitrary
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A and B in 21 there exists a function F<LB(Ç) holomorphic on {z|0 < Imz < ß) such
that

F*B(t) aA(AB(t)) and F»B(t A-iß) oA(B(t)A) (3)

in the distributional sense. Condition (3) implies the time-translation invariance
of oA; see Ref. [3]. A state oA in the sense of definition (1) on some * algebra 21

satisfying the KMS condition (3) is called an equilibrium state on 21.

The assumptions Al) and A2) have in common that they imply that the
distributions

F'(ti,..., tK) wf h Aj(tj)}, ß-1 > 0,

are the boundary values of functions Fß(d,- • -, Ç„) holomorphic on the tubular domain
[3,4]

22 {(Ci. • ¦ -, Cn):0 < Im Ci < • • • < ImÇ. < ß). (4)

The points êJ? {(itx, ...,itn):0<tx<--<tn<ß) <= Zß are called Euclidean points.
We set SiK?! f„) Fß(iti it„) on SS and call it the «-point Euclidean Green's -

or Schwingerfunction. In the case of systems of interacting Bosons or Bose fields it has
turned out to be very convenient to try to construct first the Schwinger functions
{SJ(rx,..., f„)}"=0 by means ofpath space methods [5, 6] and then try to reconstruct the
distributions Fß(ti,...,tn) from these Schwinger functions by analytic continuation in
the time variables and passing to the boundary. For an account of the success of this
approach, see Refs. [5, 6, 7]. For the case of quantum fields various conditions on the
Schwinger functions {®2}*=0 which guarantee that these can be analytically continued
back to the real times have been isolated by Nelson [8], by Osterwalder and Schrader
[9] and in Ref. [10] for the case where ß'1 0 and in a forthcoming article (Ref. [11])
for the case where /3_1 > 0. In this note we sketch the conditions found in Ref. [11] and
apply the results of Refs. [8-11] to Bose quantum field models in a two-dimensional
space-time [6,12]. For />_1 > 0 our techniques and results extend to the case of charged
Bose quantum fields with non-vanishing charge density and to the Yukawa model in
two space-time dimensions provided the coupling constant is sufficiently small. (These
latter models might describe condensation or phase transition phenomena.) This note
describes results detailed in Refs. [10,11,14]. The methods and results described below
and in Ref. [11], in particular Theorems 2 and 3, can also be applied to non-relativistic,
quantum mechanical many body systems at positive temperature [17, 11]. One of the
reasons why we discuss two-dimensional, relativistic quantum field models in this paper
is that the construction of the Euclidean Green's functions at positive temperatures is

particularly easy for these models [7]. Apart from that our motivation for the (probably

controversial) study of quantum fields at positive temperatures is that it provides
some insight into interesting problems of truly physical nature :

i) If the fundamental theory of nature has the form of a quantum field theory the
concept of a field theoretic description of systems at positive temperatures - like
solids or stars - has to be proven consistent and successful.

ii) Broken symmetries of quantum field models at /?_1 0, like gauge symmetries,
can become unbroken as the temperature is increased, i.e. phase transitions can
occur [13]. The study of quantum fields at positive temperatures might therefore
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provide a new insight into the nature of dynamical symmetry breaking and the
Higgs mechanism [13].

The Poincaré symmetry of relativistic systems at ß'1 0 is always broken for
/?-1 > 0. (The rest frame of the heat bath is distinguished.) It should, however, still be
reflected in certain special properties of equilibrium states satisfying condition (3).
Such properties can be searched for and eventually be found by studying simple quantum
field models like the ones investigated in this note. (One reflection ofLorentz invariance
is the existence of a transfer matrix in space direction.)

Acknowledgments

I thank R. Hoegh-Krohn for a preprint of Ref. [7] and correspondence which
greatly stimulated this analysis.

2. The Models

The models we study describe a neutral, self-interacting, local, relativistic Bose

quantum field q> in a two-dimensional space-time. They can be formally characterized
by the following formal, non-linear field equations

(D + m2)(p(t,x) -: V'((p(t,x)):,

where V is either a polynomial of even degree with positive leading coefficient or a
convex superposition of exponentials and : : denotes normal ordering.

For weak coupling and /?_1 > 0 our results can be extended to charged Bose fields
in states of non-vanishing charge density (chemical potential) or the Yukawa model
in two dimensions. The models of main interest in this note can be defined rigorously
by a Euclidean, scalar action perturbing the Schwinger functions of the free field (rather
than by the above field equations). The free field is completely determined, at arbitrary
temperature />_1, by its Schwinger functions. In the case of a scalar Bose field q> these
Schwinger functions are the moments of a Gaussian measure dvfr on a distribution
space SAg with mean 0 and covariance <»f which is the free two-point Schwinger
function at temperature ß~K For convenience we transform the 'time'-variables :

x t — ß/2. The Euclidean points in terms of the x variables are

ß ß
(xx,..., x„): --< xx <¦¦¦ <xn <-

The two-point function <»f(<i;,n), £, <t,x:>, m <ja,yy, is the kernel of the operator
(-Aß + m2)'1 on the Hilbert space L2(Sß x U), where Sß {x: - ß/2 ^ x «S ß/2} and
A g is the Laplacian with periodic boundary conditions (b.c.) at x ±/5/2. We let SAg
be the space ofreal C00 test functions on5„xR with/(x, -ß/2) =f(x, ß/2) which together
with all their derivatives decrease rapidly as x -> ±°o ; Sf'g denotes its dual. The measure
dv% can be defined on the tr-algebra generated by the Borei cylinder sets of SAg [11, 14].

The Schwinger functions of a free, scalar, neutral field at temperature /3_1 in a box
with rigid walls at x ±1/2 are the moments of the Gaussian measure dv(;1 with mean 0
and covariance (—AßJ + m2)-1, where AßJ is the Laplacian on V2(Se x [—1/2,1/2])
with Dirichlet b.c. &Xx + ±1/2 and periodic b.c. at x ±/5/2. Wick normal ordering with
respect to dv% [15] is denoted by : :.
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Let V(x) be any of the following functions

al) V(x) X^"famxm + x2^, (X>0);

n

a2) V(x) 2 an,x2m + px, an>0,neM;
m=l

bl) V(x) j dp(oi) cos h(ax) [16],

b2) V(x) jdp(a)e±xx,

b3) V(x) j dp(oi)cos(axy), where p is a finite, positive measure with support in
[0,-4/Vn).

The function V such as defined in b2) and b3) is studied in this note for the first time.
For x < ß we set

1/2 t/2

UUV)= j dx j dx':V(<P(x',x)):.
-1/2 -1/2

It is known [6, 7, 11, 12, 15, 16] that the following are well-defined measures on SA'ß:

«) dv$,Ux(<P) — -
J e-u'.*mdvß,i°(<P)

For x ß this measure is the path space expression corresponding to the Gibbs state

Tr(ér»H< • )/Tr e~tH' (see Refs. [7,11 ]) (5)

where Ht is the quantum field Hamiltonian in a box of length /.

e-v'-^»dvß(4>)
y) dvf,U4>)

je-v>-<mdv£(<P)

Theorem 1 [11, 14]. (Existence of the thermodynamic limit.)
For all ß-1 Ss 0 and all/in SAB

Z#/) limlim \dv$tld>)t
I-.0O t-ß J,

exists for

dv$iiZ as in a) and Kas in a2), bt);
dvfr it as in y) and Vas in bx), h2), b3), and for Fas in aj with X arbitrary if /?_1 > 0
and X such that the Glimm-Jaffe-Spencer cluster expansion [6] converges if /9-1 0.

*) This model is essentially equivalent to a neutral system of infinitely many classical point particles
of charge ±1 interacting through a Yukawa potential in two space diemensions; see Ref. [14].
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Under these conditions there exists a measure dvv on S7"ß such that

ZßACf)=jdvß(^)e'^f»

is entire analytic in Ç for arbitrary, fixed /in SAß. The funcational Z\AJ) is the
characteristic functional of the measure dvv and determines dvv completely [11].

Remarks : Our proof of this theorem [11, 14] is based on the cluster expansion [6]
(and references given there), the GKS and FKG correlation inequalities of Ref. [15],
results of Refs. [7, 16], the existence of a transfer matrix in space-direction for the case
where dvy.t.r is given by y) [7] and /5_1 > 0 (a fact which reflects the Lorentz symmetry)
and uniform bounds on j^dv^ht(d>)eil*if> proven in Ref. [14]. From Theorem 1 it
obviously follows that the moments of the measures dvv exist and are tempered
distributions. The «th moment is denoted by ®f*"(f £„). It is the «-point Schwinger function

of the field theory with V as an interaction.

Theorem 2 [10, 11]. (Reconstruction of the quantum theory from Schwinger
functions.)

1) For ß-1 =0 the moments {S^"}™=0 are the Euclidean Green's functions of a
uniquely determined state (ov on the polynomial * algebra generated by a tempered,
scalar quantum field (p(t, x). (This algebra can be defined abstractly as the tensor algebra
over y(R2) in the sense of Borchers [1]; see also Ref. [4].) The field cp is local. The
distributions

"V\tX, Xi, tn, Xn) — (Oy yfivitj, xj)\

satisfy all Wightman axioms [4] (except possibly the cluster properties in the case where
F is as in a2), b2), b3)).

2) For ß-1 > 0 the moments {<3^'"}™=o are the Euclidean Green's functions of a
uniquely determined equilibrium state (ov on the polynomial * algebra [1] generated
by a tempered, local, scalar quantum field cp(t,x) at temperature ßr1. The distributions

Wß-n(ti, xx,..., tn, xn)=(oßv( n (p(tj, Xj))

satisfy (1) (temperedness), (3) (the KMS boundary condition), (4) (analyticity in the
time variables), locality [1, 4, 11] and exponential cluster properties (i.e. no long-range
correlations) in space directions. The limit state (ov is independent of whether we choose
the measures defined in a) or in y); i.e. it does not depend on boundary conditions!

For all /5 < œ the states a>v are space-translation-invariant.

Proof. The first part is proven in Ref. [10]; the second part follows easily from
Theorem 1 and the results of Refs. [11, 17]. The proof is sketched below:

The second part of this theorem is based on techniques and results of Ref. [7] and a
reconstruction theorem proven in Ref. [11]. Theorem 2,2) is merely a rigorous version
of a conjecture in Ref. [7]. Apart from technical conditions the following properties of
Zy and {®k"}?-o are the main ingredients for verifying the hypotheses of the
reconstruction theorems of Refs. [10] and [11]:
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(i) Osterwalder-Schrader positivity [9]

Let « be an arbitrary positive integer, fx, ...,/„ arbitrary test functions in SAe with
supp/7 <= [0,ß/2],f= 1,...,«, and cu...,c„ arbitrary complex numbers. Then

2 CtCjZ»(fj-ftti>)>0, (6)
t,i=i

where f»(x,x) =f(-x,x),fe SAß. (This form of O.S. positivity is used in Refs. [10] and
[11]-)

(ii) Exponential Zß-bound [10, 14]

Let Xx be the characteristic function of the interval [—A, A]. Let /be an arbitrary,
real, integrable function such that supp/£ [-ß/2,ß/2] and ||/||, ^ Jf(V), for some
Jf(V)<oo. Then

Zy (if <8> XJ <e\ for all real A. (7)

Inequality (7) can be derived from the Glimm-Jaffe «p-bounds; see Ref. [14].

(Hi) Bounds on moments ofdvy [11, 14] and Holder property [17, 11]

Let/be in SAjaJf^A). Then the reconstruction theorem of Ref. [11] requires that

(\\\f\\\t,y,n)n f dvv(<P) LT *(*-W2>+cu„,.i <8>/) (8)
J 1=1

must be bounded above by |/| %,(n l)L, for some Schwarz space norm | • \<, and some finite,
positive integer L. The significance of this bound is explained in Ref. [11 ].

Remark: For the reconstruction theorem of Ref. [11] to be valid any finite L
is good enough. It follows however from (7) that for the models considered in this note
we can seti, 1. This is a simple consequence of the Cauchy integral formula applied to
Zy(t;(f®xx)).

Let (d,..., C„) be complex numbers in %ß„ and let m, be the smallest, even, positive
integer such that

ß
— < imm(Im(CJ+i - Q, Im(C, - £/-i))>
m}

where Im Co ß - Im £,, Im C„+i ß - Im Ci. Then

|^"(Ci,/i, • • -, L,fn)\ < U \\\fj\\\ß.y.mj- (9)
i=i

This inequality is called the Holder property, since in the case where one considers a
system in a finite box of length / it follows from the Holder inequalities applied to the
trace (5) [17]. Inequalities (8) and (9) (or (7) and (9)) imply temperedness of the boundary
value of iffy", for all «. Inequality (9) is very basic for equilibrium states [11, 17];
we conjecture that it follows from the KMS condition (3). The reader familiar with
Ref. [17] will have no difficulty in understanding (9) and hence Theorem 2,2). Q.E.D.

Definition: Let oA be a space-translation-invariant state on the polynomial *
algebra 21 generated by a tempered quantum field (p(t,x) (Borchers, Refs. 1, 4). For
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B in 21 let B (x) denote the space translate ofB by the vector x. We say that the state co"

is clustering if
(o"(AB(x)) -> o/(A)are(B), as |jc| -+ oo,

for all A and B in 21.

Theorem 3 [10, 11]. (Non-existence of the interaction picture.)
1) For F# 0 as in ax/2) or bx/2/3) and all /5_1 > 0 the field theory obtained from the

state a>y constructed in Theorem 2 is always 'physically different (or distinguishable)'
in a mathematical sense made precise in Refs. [10] and [11] from the free field theory
obtained from caf'_0, all (/5')_1 > 0. In particular, the representation of the (time 0-)
canonical commutation relations in Weyl's form determined by the state a>v is inequiva-
lent and disjoint from the one determined by cog', all /5_1 > 0, (/5')_1 > 0.

2) The field theories obtained from two states (oy\ and (ov\ such as constructed in
Theorem 2 are 'physically different' in a mathematical sense made precise in Refs.
[10] and [11] unless ßt ß2 and Vi(x) V2(±x + const.) + const. ; all positive ßx sg co,
/52<co.

3) For Vas in a,) and b,) ojv is clustering for all ß < <». For ß < œ œr is clustering
for all V. The precise formulation and the proofofTheorem 3 are based on the following
properties of the measures dvv :

i) Let B be some compact rectangle contained in [-/5/2, ß/2] x U and let W(B) be
the class of functions on SA'g obtained by weakly closing the functions {e'*(/)|/e SAß,

supp/ <= B} on L2(S7"„,dvl). Let 2b be the minimal S-algebra on SA'ß such that all
functions in W(B) are measurable with respect to 2flLet dv\ lß denote the restriction
of a measure dv on SA'g to 2„. We set

Pß ,.-, dvv,t,,((p)\ 2B
Pv,i,t,b(cp) '¦

dvßo(4>)\ 2b

Then the family of functions on (SA'g, 2b) defined by

{Fv,i.,,b) 0<t</5,0</<oo
is essentially compact inL1(&"ß,dv^)\2B) for Kas in a1/2) or b1/2/3) and fian arbitrary,
compact rectangle. Thus dvv\2b exists. It is equivalent to rfvg|2u [11, 14].

ii) The limit measures dvv are SA'ß-quasi-invariant, i.e. the Radon-Nikodym derivatives

dvv((p + g)

dVy((p)

exist for all g in SAß [14]. Using i) and ii) we can prove:
iii) The measures dvVl and dvV2 are mutually singular unless Vx V2 (non-commutative

generalizations of this statement are used in the statement and proofofTheorem 3).
Theorem 3 and iii) prove the non-existence of the interaction picture.

Concluding remarks: As already mentioned, the techniques and results reported
here and in Ref. [11 ] can be applied to a wider class ofmodels than the ones studied here.
There are reasons to believe that in two space-time dimensions ther exist relativistic
Bose quantum field models showing phase transitions at /5_1 0, as the coupling constant
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is varied2), models of relativistic, charged Bose quantum fields with Bose-Einstein
condensation at ß'1 > 0 as the chemical potential of the conserved charge is varied
and, may be, models of relativistic Bose and spin-J Fermi quantum fields (like Yukawa2)
showing a phase transition, as ß is varied. (Theorem 2,2) has been established for the
Yukawa model in two dimensions for small coupling constants by the present author
[11].)

A general discussion of phase transitions and their connection with the breakdown
of ergodicity of the measures dvv under different groups for P((b)2 is contained in Ref
[14].

Theorem 4: Let F be as in aV2) or b1/2/3), /5_1 0, and let dvv be an Osterwalder-
Schrader positive [9, 10, 11], Euclidean invariant infinite volume interacting measure
[14]. Then all the components of dv^ ergodic under 'time' translations {T,\t e M.} are:

Osterwalder-Schrader positive and 'time'-reflection invariant,
Euclidean invariant,
^-quasi-invariant,
locally equivalent to the free measure dv„ in the sense of Remark (i) following
Theorem 3.
Two measures dvyt, dvy2 are mutually singular (disjoint) unless Vx V2 and
determine 'physically different' [10, 14] quantum field theories (in the sense that the
representations of the canonical commutation relations are disjoint, or in the
sense of Borchers classes; see Ref. [4]) unless Vx(x) V2(± + a) + b for a and b

some constants.

Corollary: All components of dvv ergodic under {Tt\te U} determine different
Poincaré-invariant, pure physical phases.

The proof of Theorem 4 is contained in the second reference listed under Ref. [14].
Results similar to, but slightly weaker than Theorem 4 (of course with the exception of
Euclidean invariance) have been obtained for the case where /5_1 > 0 in Ref. [11].

For other properties of pure phases and phase transitions at ß'1 0 (and
arguments for the existence of more than one pure phase in <p2) see also Refs. [18] and [19].

We would like to remind the reader of the fact that reconstruction theorems such

as Theorem 2.2 can be derived from the general results of Refs. [9, 10, 11] for very
general field theories, e.g. models of nuclear matter or solids in three space-dimensions,
etc. (See Ref. [17]). Apart from our applications to models in two space-time dimensions
the main result of this paper is the observation that combining Osterwalder-Schrader
positivity (6), the KMS condition (3) restricted to the Euclidean points, inequalities
on the Schwinger functions described under (8) and the Holder property (9) suffices to
reconstruct an equilibrium state oA from the Schwinger functions.
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